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Moving Without the Ball: Labor and Collectivity beneath the Body of the She-Wolf
The laborer’s body longs for action and for rest. She is one and many at the same time.
She is separate from and intertwined with her materials, her team. The laborer is an athlete, and
an artist, moving through space as if it were an agility course. She is both dog and trainer.
Drawing on my experiences as an athlete, art handler, artist, and dog owner--roles whose
boundaries are fluid and always overlapping--I aim to address the ways that value systems are
constructed according to false, yet persistent binaries: male/female; human/animal; white
collar/blue collar; wild/tamed. As Donna Haraway writes in The Companion Species Manifesto:
“There cannot be just one companion species; there have to be at least two to make one. It is in
the syntax; it is in the flesh. Dogs are about the inescapable, contradictory story of relationships
co-constitutive relationships in which none of the partners pre-exist the relating, and the relating
is never done once and for all.”1
Following Haraway’s method of revealing various dynamics of power, value, and
relationship through the role of the dog (and in other cases, primates or fungi), I aim in my work
to locate specific symbols, objects, and creatures that break down the binaries mentioned above.
This process, which I primarily approach through sculpture, involves setting up scenarios that
either reveal existing relations or set up spaces for new ones. Co-constitutive relationships play
out in my material process, between the sculpture and the mothermold, as well as in my subject
matter, ranging from dogs and human labor to construction equipment, and protective sports
gear. I consider the ways in which objects like molds, hockey pads, and helmets envelop bodies,
yet also need the body in order to exist at all. The mothermold both creates (brings forms into
1 Donna Haraway, Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People, and Significant Otherness
(Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press, 2003), 11.
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existence) and sustains (opens up the possibility for future forms). In this way, it is like the
Roman She-wolf, a figure that is central to my work. The She-wolf is a maternal symbol, the
mother of Rome, and is often pictured with hanging breasts, nursing Romulus and Remus, the
brothers who later went on to found the ancient city. As outlined by Cristina Mazzoni in She
Wolf: The Story of a Roman Icon, she is:
Mother figure and whoring temptress, savage predator and tender nurse, symbol of the glory
of Rome and allegory of its corrupt Church. However maternal the she-wolf’s ultimate
significance and no matter how graceful her transitions between one role and another, the
beast has long been trapped within a series of binary meanings. Neither does the she-wolf
want to be reminded of her seedy past. Few today read of the horrors her bronze icon [the
Capitoline Wolf in Rome] encouraged and protected or of the lives she allowed to be
sacrificed in the name of material wealth and to protect the pope’s greed from competing
interests of thieves.2
I read this mythology as one not only of empire, but of sculpture as well.  I think of the
She-wolf as a mother mold for empire. And, like the mother mold (which continues to exist even
once the forms it’s created have been removed from it), the She-wolf doesn’t disappear once she
has nursed Romulus and Remus and they go on to build Rome--to kill, pilage, and rape. Her role
is not merely passive. Instead, as mother mold, her power lies precisely in the space between
creation and sustenance, action and rest. She symbolizes aggression, protection, procreation, and
care all at once. And were she to protest, all she would have to do is stop. To sit down and refuse
to nurse.
2 Cristina Mazzoni, She Wolf: The Story of a Roman Icon (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2010), 150.
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Though we tend to give a lot of power to the sons who conquer and are celebrated, the
point of centering the She-wolf is that Romulus and Remus fundamentally cannot exist without
her. Their dependency from infancy puts them in a kind of debt to her because they have literally
consumed her body in order to strengthen their own.
The more I thought about and created images of the She-wolf, giving her a primary role
rather than a submissive one, the more I realized that she had countless human counterparts. The
She-wolf offers an expanded way of thinking through the wage labor system of today, as well as
through more general dynamics of individuality vs. collectivity. Global capitalism for instance
requires the active participation of blue collar laborers whose efforts often remain hidden beneath
a white collar facade. Just as Rome does not exist without the wolf who chooses to nurture the
human babies, the comfort of the white collar “worker” necessitates the collaboration and willful
exertion of the blue collar masses. If the manual labor force were to roll over in exhaustion--and
imagine if they all did so at once--the empire could very well crumble. What stories about labor
are being told? Can the She-wolf be a leader for the union strike? Can the blue collar laborers
refuse to nurse?
Take the specific scenario of the art gallery, for example. Blue collar labor (in my case,
art handling) requires standing, lifting, dragging, pushing, stacking--all physical tasks.
Meanwhile, white collar labor is often done while seated. The white collar laborer sits at their
desk, speaks on the phone, attends meetings and elaborate dinners. All of this is often valued as
mental and emotional labor with the goal of profit. They don’t lift a finger. Instead, they
communicate their needs to the art handlers downstairs--always on call and expected to exploit
their own bodies in order to uphold the white collar laborer’s comfort. This is why the labor
strike is so radical. For the blue collar laborer simply sitting down may be a necessity or an act of
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resistance, while it is exactly the action performed by the white collar laborer when they are “at
work.”
There is no blue collar work without white collar work, and no white collar without blue.
Between the two are profound inequities. However, its internal dynamic is one that I believe has
the potential to break down the binaries and hierarchies on which it is founded. If we were to
apply it to the pairings of mother mold and casting, mother dog and offspring, individual and
collective, athletes and team, we would see that power is never fixed (fig.1). As the She-wolf
reclines to make her breasts available to offspring, we see that submission and domination are
not simply opposites, but that they create one another, and therefore cannot exist in isolation.
Mazzoni continues:
when taken together, representations of the she-wolf comprise a shifting pattern of meaning,
the energy and transformations of which guarantee [...] that this pattern of meaning ‘can
neither last nor reproduce itself exactly, but rather constantly mutates into unprecedented
forms and functions.’3
To break down binaries, we have to recognize that relationships are not always as simple
as mold creates sculpture, or even (wolf) mother creates child. Instead, there is always a
mutation, however subtle it may sometimes be, that leads to new forms, new options. My
knowledge of these dynamics comes from my own experience and embodiment. I have not only
witnessed the ways in which hierarchies are imposed in the workplace, but I’ve also spent over a
decade performing the labor of art handling, its repetitions and skill sets becoming ingrained in
my body like muscle memory. However, like any bodily training, muscle memory does not
ensure the safety of the body. There is no real She-wolf to sustain the laborer. Instead, it is
3 Cristina Mazzoni, She Wolf: The Story of a Roman Icon (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2010), 179.
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necessary to find ways of working together to support each other's bodies in doing manual labor,
thereby becoming part of a collective. This, I quickly realized, was not so different from my
experience playing sports.
In my early twenties, I was named a Division 1 All-American lacrosse athlete: an
honorary national award given to the best players in collegiate sports. I felt honored on an
individual scale but I also knew that I had been named as a part of a collective–not only my
lacrosse teams but of the coaches, audiences, friends, and players that came before and after me.
The title was a reflection that was larger than just me. It was a role that was co-constitutive both
in the present moment–on the field for example–and along a sort of continuum where my actions
were affected by the actions of people who came before me, and would have implications for the
ones who came after.
Building on the sense-memory reflexes that I developed through sports, I began thinking
about how these reflexes carry over into the other types of labor that I perform in and outside of
the studio. The full implications of these connections became especially clear to me after a spine
surgery that I had in 2019, when my understanding of my body, labor, and physical vulnerability
fundamentally changed. An 11 foot crate slipped off of a dolly and crashed down onto me,
severely rupturing a cervical disc in my neck—an injury that couldn’t resolve itself without
surgery.
My decision to get spinal surgery traded temporary immobility for long-term mobility. I
wasn’t invincible anymore. My neck was cut open to make space in my spine, bolts were added
into my spine, and I was given a special brace for recovery. As I struggled to extend and turn my
neck, I related my body to the scissor lift, a machine that I use often at work. A scissor lift is a
mobile platform that raises and lowers to extend the worker’s reach. Either the lift and laborer
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extend upwards or the lift and laborer are at rest, compressed. My spine while recuperating from
the surgery was like the lift at rest takes on the form of a monumental base or pedestal. At work
my spine extends to hold me erect, as does the scissor lift.
The relation between my own spine and the function of the lift led me to the sculpture
Scissor Lift Platform (2019) (fig. 2).  For this work, I made a mold of my friend and contractor
Giles Cooper’s scissor lift in his garage (fig. 3). I wanted to work with a machine that had
accumulated bruises, cuts, and scars: one that had been repaired and eventually put to rest
because it could not be restored any more. I began the labor-intensive process of mold-making
on a large scale. I shifted from the temporal frame of sports (and  high speed reflexes) to an
expanded frame of references and a longer duration of art work. It took months to complete the
process: mixing silicone together in buckets, brushing on three layers (one at a time), creating
multiple parts to avoid undercuts, and applying registration keys for the flexible mold. I created
the mothermold using a fiberglass base in parts, and cast the full machine in polyurethane foam.
Even without a figure on the scissor lift, viewing the sculpture evokes a ghostly presence
of the laborer. In her 2004 book, Hands: Physical Labor, Class, and Cultural Work, Janet Zandy
uses the term “worker ghosts” to describe similar spectres. Zandy writes that the jobs that have
ended due to industrialization:
were not “lost” or misplaced; they were cut and severed. Left behind are work sites as ghosts
spaces, echoing a presence, revealing an absence. These spaces emerge from within two separate
but parallel and overlapping structures. One is the structure of corporations, of buyouts and
mergers, of outsourcing and automation. The other is the structure of feelings and experience: of
workers rising to go to work, facing the job, sustaining relationships, anticipating payday, all the
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rhythms of work and life in a complex, textured way. This is an individual and communal structure
and rhythm, often described as “just like a family.”4
This structure, its rhythms and textures, resonates with me on two levels: (1) on the level of a
blue collar worker, cognizant of the people I’ve worked with who have gone on to other sites,
who have been injured, who go through the pains of juggling time and straining to sustain work
and life, and (2) on the level of an athlete, cognizant of the fact that things like injuries, age, and
gender can radically alter your options and even your perceived value. In terms of this second
plane, I have thought a lot about the forms and processes that have carried over from my time as
an athlete into my work as an artist. When I made the decision to transfer into a ceramics
program at the School for American Crafts at Rochester Institute of Technology, I was asked to
promise the athletic director of the University of New Hampshire that I would not play at another
school. As I shook the director’s hand, I felt as if this was an irreversible jump from one life into
another. But over time, it became clear that like the “ghost spaces” of the world of labor, there
were “ghosts” of athletic training in my sculptural work. The reflexes and rhythms that I had
trained my body to follow continued to come naturally, yet they were now being applied to new
materials: clay instead of the ball.
The ghosts were not all productive ones, however. Some were obstacles. So, in addition
to reflexes and an ability to see the big picture, I still had the strains and tensions that my body
had developed in sports. The strain of athletic labor had consequences for and effects on my
artistic labor. I even had a moment where I thought my spine injury was from an old lacrosse
injury (and there is no way to really prove that they weren’t related in some way, that my spine
was made vulnerable to the dangers of art handling because of the years of muscular tension
4 Janet Zandy, Hands: Physical Labor, Class, and Cultural Work (New Brunswick: Rutgers
University Press, 2004), 95.
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from sports training.) These overlaps led me to think more about protective gear, and how it too
was a sort of mold, sustaining and assisting the athlete to lengthen and improve their game. As
with the scissor lift, I wanted to work from gear that had a backstory--that had interacted day in
and day out with a body, so that body and gear co-constituted each other.
After making a series of cast, deflated basketballs (my own old basketballs, deflated and
stored in the closet of my apartment) (fig. 4), I turned to protective equipment such as football
masks and leg pads for hockey goalies, worn and used by strangers, which I ordered online. I
was drawn to objects that were rough around the edges, sweat-stained, oddly sized, or worn
hundreds of times. Objects that labored over and over again to protect the athletes in the heat of
the game--protecting the legs of a goalie in Wisconsin, or the faces of football players in
Alabama. The protective equipment contained stories in the form of bodily imprints and avoided
injuries. These stories were picked up by the process of creating silicone molds of the pads. The
mold picked up the details of the scuffs and rips, and then I reproduce them as urethane resin
casts. Although the hockey pads, presumably like the athletes who once wore them, were now
“retired,” they could continue to create and sustain new forms in the sculptural process. They
were at rest, like the She-wolf and scissor lift, but contained potential energy that could be made
active through different kinds of relating.
The sports equipment merged with the image of the She-wolf as my thinking about
co-constituted relationships deepened I continued to use the two motifs in order to give the
resting or submissive position some kind of agency. One example of this relation is a series of
“submissive” dog sculptures I made with clay, foam, construction scraps and chicken wire (fig.
5). In these works, which are made through an additive process, I shift between revealing the
inside and outside of a form, so that the dogs themselves are their own mother molds, as their
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interiors are revealed in glimpses. By showing that every form is made up of many jumbled
parts, I open up the image of the dog, and, by association, the She-wolf (perhaps their long lost
ancestor), to whatever forms of relating the exhibition space or the studio might offer. The
submissive dog, with a cyborg-like interior, asks to be activated and asks to rest at the same time.
It is a companion species that denies binary relating.
As I consider the She-wolf to be a producer and protector, I began to find echoes of  the
pregnant dog in the football helmet as an object that contains and sustains the head of the player
(fig. 6). American football is one of the more violent sports. Capitalism and American culture
wants to impose itself generally onto anything collective, but especially so with football. In my
sculpture Is Jordan bigger than the Bulls, or are the Bulls bigger than Jordan? (2020-2021) I
used grey football face masks, like small metal cages coated in rubber (fig. 7). Linear and
slightly convex, these are meant to protect the face, but I wondered what they could do when the
football player was not there to activate them. Using the face mask as a structural support, I cast
expandable polyurethane foam into a plastic bag. The flexible and disposable bag functioned as
the mold, but its contents actually decided its shape, pushing against the plastic into the armature
of the football masks. Once the foam hardened, I removed the plastic bag, leaving red and pink
forms that partially engulfed the face masks, creating a helmet-esque head. The face mask is no
longer functional and creates a tension since you can still grab the face mask, but can’t put it on.
The overly irregular shape of the foam is reminiscent of organs, exploding concussions, injury, or
other bodily harm to the head from playing football.
I then suspended the helmets from the railings of the scissor lift. The railings stand on
their own and no longer attached to the scissor lift. Their function has shifted from protecting the
individual laborer on a lift to supporting a “team” of helmets. The suspended quasi-helmets are
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also reminiscent of exposed organs, like the belly and breasts of the She-wolf or her new-born
puppies.
How then can all of these objects--scissor lift at rest, helmets with organ-like heads, dogs
comprised of fragments, scuffed and used hockey pads--disturb the binaries that I list at the
beginning of this paper? They are all objects that bear traces of their co-constitution, their
creation through relation. Each sculpture is a companion species.
As Haraway writes in her essay “The Persistence of Vision”:
Feminist embodiment [...] is not about a fixed location in a reified body, female or otherwise, but
about nodes in fields, inflections in orientations, and responsibility for difference in
material-semiotic fields of meaning. Embodiment is significant prosthesis; objectivity cannot be
about fixed vision when what counts as an object is precisely what world history turns out to be
about.5
The She-wolf links these histories (histories that I have a personal stake in) in her bold
willingness to blur the boundaries between her body and the body of her offspring.. While
Romulus and Remus go on to create Rome, the She-wolf lives on as an eternal cyborg. She is an
origin point that continues into the future. A symbol of the ways that all objects emerge from the
relation between supposedly different things, like animal and human, or athlete and gear. My role
then as an artist is to embody significant prosthesis too. My spine becomes a scissor lift, my
labor is power, and the various collectives that I participate in are overlapping—a co-constituted
wolf pack.
5 Donna Haraway, “The Persistence of Vision,” in The Visual Culture Reader, ed. Nicholas
Mirzoeff (New York, NY: Routledge, 2002), 682. (Emphasis mine.)
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